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Abstract 
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Discrete Mathematics 96(1991) 59-63. 
Let G(n) be a 2-block random graph with the expectations P12 <~PII,P22, It is proved that he 
algebraic connectivity s p12n + o(n u2+~) inprobability. 
The problem of decomposition of graphs arises in many different branches in 
mathematics. Fiedler's algebraic connectivity [2, 4] is one of the useful ideas 
characterizing reducibility. 
Let G be a graph on n vertices, denete A = (aij) the adjacency matrix of G 
Then the algebraic onnectivity a(G) of G is the second smallest eigenvalue of 
the Laplacian L = (lij) of G where 
f --aij i :t~j, 
lo=i~aii=~aqk=l *=, i=j. 
Let G be the complement of the graph G. As a pair of algebraic onnectivity 
b(G) = n - a(G) measures the connectivity of graphs too [2]. 
Some relations were proved between the algebraic onnectivity and the usual 
vertex and edges connectivities of graphs [2]. 
The eigenvector of L(G) corresponding to a(G) is called the characteristic 
valuation of G [3]. It was proved that a connected graph can be decomposed into 
two subgraphs by the signs of the characteristic valuation so that both parts are 
connected [3]. 
The investigation of the problem of decompositions [8] led to the following 
theorem about random matrix spectra. 
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Theorem 1 [6]. Let  A = (a#) be an n x n symmetr ic  matl ix,  whose entries fo r  i > j 
are independent random variables, P(  aq = 1) = p, P (  a~j = O) = q = 1 - p, ai~ -=- 0. I f  
v~ ~ v2 >-" • • >- v~ are the eigenvalues o f  A then 
vl = pn + o(n ) in probability, 
max Iv, I -- o(n½+0 in probability, 
i~ l  
Using the sharpened version [5] of Theorem 1 one can determine the 
asymptotic behaviour of Lov~isz' 0 function [7]. In the following the asymptotic 
behaviour of Fielder's algebraic om,ectivity will be given. 
Definition. The sequence of random variables f (n )  is called to be o(n ~) in 
g,,~gabdlty if for every 6 > 0 and K > 0 there is an no such that if n > no then 
Theorem 2. Let  G(n ,  p )  be  a random graph° Then for  the algebraic connectivity 
a(G)  fo r  any e > 0 we have 
a(G)  =pn + o(n ½+~) in probability. 
Proof. Let A = (aij) be the adjacency matrix of G and let L denote its Lapiacian. 
Then 
L = ( -A  +p(n  - 1)I)+ (9  -p (n  - 1)I) 
where I is the identity operator and D =(dii) is a diagonal matrix, where di~ is the 
valency of vertex i. Theorem 1 tells us that for the second smallest eigenvalue 
/tn_l of the matrix ( -A  +p(n  - 1)I) for any e >0 we have 
It,,-,. =pn + o(n ½+~) in probability. 
To prove the theorem we need the following lemma about symmetric perturba- 
tions of symmetric matrices. 
Lemma [10, pp. 101-102]. I f  Ol I 9 " • • ~.~ O{n,  [31 9 " " • ~ [~n and y~ >!. • • >t y ,  are 
the eigenvalues o f  the symmetr ic matrices A ,  B and C respectively, A + B = C, 
then o~i + ~ ~ Yi <~ o~ + ~.  
If Z,-1 and/zn_l are the second smallest eigenvalues of L and ( -A  + p(n  - 1)I) 
respectively ther~ by ~he lemma we have 
[Zn_z - ~..~[ <- p(  D - p (n  - 1)I) <~ liD - p (n  - 1)11[~ 
where p( ) is the spectral radius of the matrix. 
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It follows from the sharp version of the Chebysheff inequality that for any 
K > 0 there is an no and C > 0 such that for n > no 
( )" P max Idii -p (n  - 1)l I> Kn ½+~ <- ~ P(ld. -p (n  - 1)1 >i Kn ½+~) 
\l<~i<~n i=1 
~< n exp(-Cn2). 
Hence for any e > 0 
liD -p (n  - 1)II1= = max Id~-p(n  - 1)1---o(n ½+~) in probability. 
l<_i<.n 
Thus for the algebraic onnectivity for any e > 0 
a(G) = ~._~ = #._~ + (Zn-~ - #~-1) =pn + o(n ½+~) in probability. [] 
Another interesting question about the algebraic onnectivity is in what amount 
it characterizes the reducibility of random graphs cor.sisting of two blocks• 
In the following let G(V, E) be a random graph with vertices V = {1 . . . . .  n} 
and edges E. Suppose that V = V1U V2, V 1 ['~ V2=~ , IV, I =n ,  = n~(n). We assume 
that the edges are independent random variables 
fP l l  i~jeV1, 
P((i, j) e E) = ]P12 i e Vl, j e Vz, 
t.P2z i, j e Vz. 
Denote 
• f n~ n2 n~ n21 
pa = pa(n) = mm~p12, pn n + P12 n '  P12 n + p2z n ~. '
nl 
Pb=pb(n)=max{p l~,Pn~+P12~,P12n+P22~}.  
Theorem 3. For the 2-block random graph G(V, E) for any e > 0 
a(G) =pan + o(n ½+~) in probability, 
b(G) =pbn + o(n ½+~) in probability. 
ProoL Let A be the adjacency matrix of the random graph G. Let us consider 
the following two-dimensional eigenvalue problem: 
PllnlXl-~-Pl2 ~V~ln2XE~---~/,X1 , 
PlE'~/nln2xl + P22n2x2 -----" ~,~¢2. 
Let #1 and #2 be the eigenvalues and (ul, u2), (vl, v2) the corresponding 
eigenvectors of the system, u2 + u 2 = v 2 + v~ = 1. 
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We construct he following n dimensional vectors: 
u =  ' . . . .  ' x/ 2 . . . . . .  
v =  ' . . . .  . . . . .  
,J %, J • Y 
n!  112 
Let D = (d,) and G(g, )  be diagonal  matrices, such that d ,  is the valency of the 
vertex i and for the expectat ions 
IP l ln l  + p12nz = gl i •  Vl. 
Edi i  =gu = tp12nl +P22n2 =g2 i e 1/2. 
Let H = (h.)  denote a diagonal  where 
~Pll i •  V1, 
hii i 
tp2  2 i • V 2. 
Then for the Laplacian of G we have 
L=-A+D=R+S+T 
where 
R = -A  + ~lUU T + ~213U T - -  H, 
S = --l.LlUU T -- g2vu T --{-- G, 
T=D-G+H.  
For  the calculation of eigenvalues of  the matrix S let us consider the determinant  
I S ' -  
Zll = 
-P l l  + g l  - - / ] -  • • • -P l l  -P l z  • • • -P I2  
- -P l l  " " • - -P l l  + g l  - -  ~" - -P12  " " • - -P12  
- -P12  • • • -P~2 -P22  + g2  - ~, • • • -P22  
--Pi2 • • • - -P I2  - -P22  • • • - -P22  + g2 - A 
n l  
r/2 
Let us substract row 1 from rows 2 . . . .  , n I and substract row n~ + 1 from the 
rows (nl + 2) . . . . .  n. Then we add the columns 2 . . . . .  n~ to column 1 and add 
the columns (n~ + 2) . . . . .  n to column nl + 1. Then we get a determinant  that 
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can be expressed in the following way: 
IS - 211 = (g, - ~)n'-'(g2 - ~)-z-' p12n2 - 2, -P12?~2 
--Pl2nl p12nl -- ~ 4 
= (P l ln l  +P12n2 -- ~)n' - l (P l2n l  +P22n2- -  ~)n"- l ( - - J , ) (P l2n -- ~,). 
So the second smallest and the largest eigenvalue of the matrix S is p. and P0 
respectively. 
Using the lemma the statement of the theorem will be verified if we prove that 
the spectral radii p(R) and p(T)  are o(n ½+~) in probability. The spectral radius 
p(T)  can be handled in the same way as in Theorem 2. 
We observe that the expectation of the entries of R is zero. Thus for the 
estimation of p(R)  we need the following 
Theorem 4. Let A = (aij) ba an n x n symmetric random matrix whose entries for 
i >~j are independent random variables with expectation zero. We assume that for 
every k >! 2 there is a constant Ck such that k-moments of the entries have the 
common bound Ck. Then for any e > 0 the spectral radius 
p(A ) = o(n ~+t) in probability. 
Proof. Calculate the moments of the eigenvalues of A and follow the proofs of 
the papers [1, 9, 6]. [] 
Remark. if P12 = 0 then a(G)= o(n ½+~) in probability. In case 0<pl  2 ~Pl l ,  P22 
the main term of the asymptotic of a(G) is p12n while in the case P12 ~>Pn, P22 
the main term of the asymptotic of b(G) is p~2n. 
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